ABSTRACT.
For zero frequency formula (14) reduces to:
Lo= -2I log a -4/ logf j !,+ 2iS
The change in the inductance due to the alternating current is:
AL=Lo-L = --lV^i,+,-r2 + -*^o/it-T T2 t"T J2, Formulas (13) and (15) Substituting these values in equation (13) i?/i?o=3-o8
To obtain the ratio LjLo for the same coil and at the same frequency, the following additional expressions must be obtained:
From Table 6 K,, =0.420 Solving the above equations. 5 = logf-^-l '. = 273.8 Substituting in equation (15) L/Lo = 0.961. Fig. 4 
